March 16, 2022

Dear PAU Community,

Thank all of you for your continued patience, flexibility, and resiliency during this time. As a reminder, PAU classes will be offered in one of the three modalities for Spring quarter:

- **Residential** (course instruction is offered in person only)
- **Hyflex** (course instruction is delivered both in-person on campus and online at the same time by the same faculty member)
- **WEB** (course instruction is offered online only)

The course modality is detailed on the course schedule. The Spring quarter schedule has been updated to reflect this information. For students enrolled in our online programs, your scheduled online courses will be offered as planned.

Faculty and students are still encouraged to design and participate in additional on-campus, in-classroom activities where safe and appropriate in the form of academic, research, and instructional activities. The Calvin Campus is open to all Students, Faculty, and Staff who need spaces to study, meet and work during the Spring quarter. If you would like to book spaces on the Calvin campus you may do so by completing this form. If you would like to book a space in the library, please click here.

As a reminder, face masks are highly recommended while indoors on campus. While we navigate the new mask guidance sent out on February 15, let’s continue to honor our shared commitment to equity and inclusion and support those who cannot get vaccinated, or who need to keep themselves or loved ones safe by limiting their exposure and risk.

Please note classes and clinical training that occur in a health facility will continue to require all students, faculty, and staff to wear a face mask while indoors. In addition, Faculty members can decide to require students in residential or hyflex courses to wear face masks during class.

Thank you for continuing to respect and value our community’s health and wellness. Have a great spring quarter!

With PAU Pride,

Erika Cameron, Ph.D., NCC, ACS
Provost and Vice President of Academic Affairs